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Threatened with forced removal from their Florida homeland, the Seminole and Miccosukee Indians took up arms. Using alligatorinfested swamps to their advantage, they fought the U.S. Army to a standstill. Unable to win militarily, General Thomas Jesup
captured his enemies under flags of truce. With most of their people transported west, fewer than a hundred remained hidden in
the heart of the Everglades, members of the only tribe never to surrender. " powerfully recreates the mid-19th century Seminole
Indian Wars and the life of Osceola, who courageously led his people against unjust U.S. government policies."-Publishers Weekly
Lynn Austin takes readers on a dramatic journey through the Civil War years in her award-winning Refiner's Fire series. Told in
three unique perspectives--Southern, Northern, and slave--each book offers a riveting and eloquent exploration of a nation and its
people grappling with racism and injustice. With writing rich in historical detail, Austin brings to life the compelling journeys of
characters confronted with the risks and sacrifices their beliefs entail.
I’m Aisling Grey—but you can call me “frustrated.” The dragon of my dreams—uber-sexy Drake Vireo, wyvern of the green
dragons—has finally decided to make an honest woman of me. That is, if we ever make it to the wedding at the same time! Being
left at the altar may have cooled my jets, but not my passion...a good thing when Drake disappears and it's up to me to find him.
Most brides just have in-laws to worry about. Me? I have warring dragons, ticked-off demon lords, eternal damnation, and a mage
who wants to challenge me for an otherworldly position I don’t even want. At least Jim, my doggie-demon, is always at my side.
He’s never let me down—yet…
Years after the death of the former lead singer of America's most notorious rock band, his musical collaborator begins to receive a
series of mysterious postcards bearing cryptic verses and signed only "J."
The Doors drummer John Densmore recounts his legal fight to stop the remaining members' use of the band's name and music
Good girl Melody Merritt is ready to be bad. Fresh out of an unsatisfying ten-year engagement to the town golden boy, she's
determined to make up for lost time. And who better to burn her sterling reputation to the ground than Bluelick's sinfully sexy new
fire chief whose wicked gaze promises complete and utter domination? Yes, please. Corrupting the prim and proper Little Miss
Bluelick is the most action Josh Bradley's seen since he transferred from Cincinnati to fast-track his career. He won't let anything
or anyone—not even the delectable Melody Merritt—trap him in this Kentucky-fried Mayberry, but when their searing chemistry
yields an unexpected result, he realizes he's started a blaze that's completely beyond his control... Each book in the Private
Pleasures series is STANDALONE: * Private Practice * Light Her Fire * Falling for the Enemy
God is always talking to us: we cannot be separated from Him. These are only two of the meaningful revelations Tony Arnold
shares with us in this remarkable book. What follows is a remarkable dialogue between Tony and God: a dialogue about the
creative powers of humans, our oneness with God, Heaven on earth, and love. As God leads Tony to new knowings and better
ways of living, the reader is drawn along on a meaningful journey of discovery and letting go - letting go of fear and judgment in
favor of peace and wisdom. There is wisdom here for every reader - for those who are lost and scared, for those searching for the
meaning of life, and for those who simply want to be closer to God.
In his tell-all, legendary Doors guitarist, Robby Krieger, one of Rolling Stone’s “100 Greatest Guitarists of All Time,” opens up
about his band’s meteoric career, his own darkest moments, and the most famous black eye in rock ‘n’ roll. Few bands are as
shrouded in the murky haze of rock mythology as The Doors, and parsing fact from fiction has been a virtually impossible task. But
now, after fifty years, The Doors’ notoriously quiet guitarist is finally breaking his silence to set the record straight. Through a
series of vignettes, Robby Krieger takes readers back to where it all happened: the pawn shop where he bought his first guitar; the
jail cell he was tossed into after a teenage drug bust; his parents’ living room where his first songwriting sessions with Jim
Morrison took place; the empty bars and backyard parties where The Doors played their first awkward gigs; the studios where their
iconic songs were recorded; and the many concert venues that erupted into historic riots. SET THE NIGHT ON FIRE is packed
with never-before-told stories from The Doors’ most vital years, and offers a fresh perspective on the most infamous moments of
the band’s career. Krieger also goes into heartbreaking detail about his life’s most difficult struggles, ranging from drug addiction
to cancer, but he balances out the sorrow with humorous anecdotes about run-ins with unstable fans, famous musicians, and one
really angry monk. SET THE NIGHT ON FIRE is at once an insightful time capsule of the ‘60s counterculture, a moving reflection
on what it means to find oneself as a musician, and a touching tale of a life lived non-traditionally. It’s not only a must-read for
Doors fans, but an essential volume of American pop culture history.
The land of Alzear is in turmoil: goblins and the undead rule in the place of men. The people have fled to the neighboring dwarf
land of Grimlaw where they lick their wounds and dream of retaliation.Dekor is not one to wait, young and fuelled by fire, the
warlock sets out to unite the troll tribes under one banner. His journey takes him through many danger filled lands: through jungles,
forests, frigid mountains and orc infested lands. Can he survive the hazards and find the Pyracantha and return the trolls to their
lost city?
The New York Times bestselling author offers “absolutely everything a reader could want in a book: action, sex, craziness,
passion, lunacy and . . . humor” (Fresh Fiction). The trouble with humans is that they’re far too sensitive. Forget you put a woman
in the local jail for a few months—and she takes it so personally! And yet she is the one trying to assassinate the queen. And now
I’m trapped with Elina Shestakova of the Black Bear Riders of the Midnight . . . gods! That endless name! But what am I to do? I
am Celyn the Charming with direct orders from my queen to protect this unforgiving female. Even more shocking, this unforgiving
female is completely unimpressed by me. How is that even possible? But I know what I want and, for the moment, I want her. And
I’m sure that she, like all females, will learn to adore me. How could she not when I am just so damn charming? Praise for the
Dragon Kin Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious dialogue have made this series a
truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars) “A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good
book.”—All Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York Times bestselling author
In a sizzling romance that’s both suspenseful and deeply moving, Donna Kauffman fans the flames of passion into an inferno of
uncontrollable desire. Wearing jeans, boots, and a reckless, knowing grin, T. J. Delahaye is six feet and seven inches of pure
danger. As a covert agent, T. J. saves people for a living. But when he tumbles down a mountain to rescue a wayward hiker, it’s
T.J. who needs a helping hand. He falls—hard—for a gorgeous goddess named Jenna whose strength and fierce determination
matches his own. Tormented by the demons of her past, Jenna King once called herself an elite firefighter. She’s nobody’s
damsel in distress, but now survival means joining forces with T.J.—and soon sparks are flying between them. Though Jenna has
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known as many wild men as wildfires, this maverick just may be the one to heal her heart and teach her the dark, secret thrill of
surrender. Includes a special message from the editor, as well as excerpts from these Loveswept titles: Deep Autumn Heat,
Callie’s Cowboy, and About Last Night.
The Doors were arguably the most important rock-and-roll band of the 1960s, unquestionably a catalyst for American music as we
know it. Their music was the product of late-sixties southern California, with its idyllic facades. The Doors looked beyond these
facades and wrote music about what they found, making them the ultimate symbol for rebellion and alienation: the key to the
1960s, counter-culture. Keyboardist Ray Manzarek co-founded the Doors with legendary guitarist Jim Morrison in 1965. Together
with Robby Krieger and John Densmore they created a musical and cultural legend. Their original mix of jazz, classical, Californian
surf, Flamenco guitar and Chicago blues made an irreversible impact on the music of the day, and the course of pop music ever
since. Their worldwide popularity continues today with album sales of nearly two million a year. Ray Manzarek and Jim Morrison
were both UCLA Film School graduates, best friends and rarely apart until Morrison moved to Paris shortly before his death in
1971. Ray Manzarek knows secrets about Jim Morrison and The Doors that others could only guess at; until now. In this unique
musical biography, Manzarek reveals the truth behind the legendary rock band. His story gives illumination to the dark myths and
lays to rest the rumours that have abounded about Jim Morrison and the band for years. Light My Fire truly gives us an insight into
the times, the enigmatic lead singer, and the magic circle that was The Doors.
A swoon-worthy romance from USA Today Bestselling Author J.H. Croix! A second chance for Christmas. Delilah I never thought
I’d see Alex Blake again. Most certainly not on the side of a snowy highway in Alaska. The memory of his summer kisses kept me
warm on lonely nights for years. Life and geography got in the way. When my car skids off the highway in the darkness in Alaska,
I’m plenty bitter and I’ve lost all faith in fantasies. I didn’t count on Alex, didn’t count on him setting me on fire, and most certainly
not on him betting it all on us. Alex I never could forget Delilah Carter even though she was nothing more than a memory. Until I
find her stranded on a snowy highway a few thousand miles away from where I last saw her. The years don’t matter. This time, I
get to make our wishes come true. *A full-length, standalone romance. Keywords: Small town contemporary romance series,
firefighter Alaska frontier western novels, wilderness vacation travel, Family sagas romantic novels love story, women’s
adventure, holiday vacation second chance romance
The definitive work on the profound and surprising links between manic-depression and creativity, from the bestselling
psychologist of bipolar disorders who wrote An Unquiet Mind. One of the foremost psychologists in America, “Kay Jamison is
plainly among the few who have a profound understanding of the relationship that exists between art and madness” (William
Styron). The anguished and volatile intensity associated with the artistic temperament was once thought to be a symptom of
genius or eccentricity peculiar to artists, writers, and musicians. Her work, based on her study as a clinical psychologist and
researcher in mood disorders, reveals that many artists subject to exalted highs and despairing lows were in fact engaged in a
struggle with clinically identifiable manic-depressive illness. Jamison presents proof of the biological foundations of this disease
and applies what is known about the illness to the lives and works of some of the world's greatest artists including Lord Byron,
Vincent Van Gogh, and Virginia Woolf.
Those of us who are waiting and watching for the imminent coming of the Lord JESUS CHRIST are constantly saying that the
world will be on fire at His coming. We forget the fact that in many ways the world is on fire already. I believe we have in some way
missed this point. This world of ours is on fire right now nationally. There is no great nation on earth that is fully at peace, not even
our own United States of America. Think of the strikes, of the race problems, of the awful and many difficulties that beset us in our
land. Multiply them by the tremendous burdens that are weighing down every other nation and you will see that I am justified in
saying that the world is on fire. Think of England. Think of France. Think of Spain. Think of Germany and Japan. Think of the
internal conflicts waging in Asia.
Light My FireMy Life with the DoorsBerkley
The definitive anthology of Jim Morrison's writings with rare photographs and numerous handwritten excerpts of unpublished and
published poetry and lyrics from his 28 privately held notebooks. Created in collaboration with Jim Morrison’s estate and inspired
by a posthumously discovered list entitled “Plan for Book,” The Collected Works of Jim Morrison is an almost 600-page anthology
of the writings of the late poet and iconic Doors’ front man. This landmark publication is the definitive opus of Morrison’s creative
output—and the book he intended to publish. Throughout, a compelling mix of 160 visual components accompanies the text:
excerpts from his 28 privately held notebooks—all written in his own hand and published here for the first time—as well as an array
of personal images and commentary on the work by Morrison himself. This oversized, beautifully produced collectible volume
contains a wealth of new material—poetry, writings, lyrics, and audio transcripts of Morrison reading his work. Not only the most
comprehensive book of Morrison’s work ever published, it is immersive, giving readers insight to the creative process of and
offering access to the musings and observations of an artist whom the poet Michael McClure called “one of the finest, clearest
spirits of our times.” This remarkable collector’s item includes: Foreword by Tom Robbins; introduction and notes by editor Frank
Lisciandro that provide insight to the work; prologue by Anne Morrison Chewning Published and unpublished work and a vast
selection of notebook writings The transcript, the only photographs in existence, and production notes of Morrison’s last poetry
recording on his twenty-seventh birthday The Paris notebook, possibly Morrison’s final journal, reproduced at full reading size
Excerpts from notebooks kept during his 1970 Miami trial The shooting script and gorgeous color stills from the never-released film
HWY Complete published and unpublished song lyrics accompanied by numerous drafts in Morrison’s hand Epilogue: “As I Look
Back”: a compelling autobiography in poem form Family photographs as well as images of Morrison during his years as a
performer Hear Jim Morrison’s final poetry recording, now available for the first time, on CD or digital audio book, at the Village
Recorder in West Los Angeles on his twenty-seventh birthday, December 8, 1970. The digital audio book also includes
performances by Patti Smith, Oliver Ray, Liz Phair, Tom Robbins, and others reading Morrison’s work.
The naughtiest rom com you will read this year, from the bestselling author of ebook sensation THE LIST. 'Gutsy and hilarious'
Sun ********** When Phoebe and Oliver had their happy ending, they thought the hard part was over. And now, with a five year old
daughter, they are far from the blissful hedonistic lifestyle of when they first started dating. Not one for giving up, Phoebe creates a
sexy wishlist: a jar where they can ask the other for anything they've ever wanted in bed - or out of it. But with distractions aplenty,
will they be able to relight the fire in the bedroom? From mix tapes to 'sex jars', this is the naughtiest rom com you will ever read.
From the bestselling author of The List. ******** Readers love RELIGHT MY FIRE, Joanna Bolouri's latest hilarious novel! 'I read
this book in less than 24 hours... Uncontrollable laughter at a volume I just couldn't keep down' amazon reviewer 'Loved the sex
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jar! Real true to life. Good serious parts with a lot of laughs along the way. Highly recommended' amazon reviewer 'Snorted with
laughter from the first page! Some hilarious one liners from Phoebe and Lucy. Couldn't put this down and read it in a day.
Thoroughly enjoyed this book' amazon reviewer 'A brilliant, sexy and deliciously filthy but also romantic read' netgalley reviewer
Alexandria Everything was fine. Until he came back to town. I'd worked hard and earned the Chief promotion. Soon, I'd have
enough money to leave my alcoholic husband and enroll my daughter in private school. It was all planned out. Nothing would
stand in my way. I didn't expect the boy who'd made my life a living hell in high school to come back and add fuel to the fire. The
next thing I knew, my world burned down around me and my life reduced to ashes. There's no way I'd ever let myself fall for
Chance Friedman. No way. I tried to persist. I really did. But the flames of passion ignited between us like a wild fire out of control.
I couldn't stop myself, no matter how hard I tried. My life was finally perfect. Until it wasn't. Everything blew up in smoke when he
found out about my secret – the explosive secret I'd never told anyone but my best friend, Allison. Now he'll never forgive me and
nothing short of a raging inferno will bring us back together. Sparks ignite, tension explodes, and passion erupts. Can Chance and
Alexandria keep their cool or is the fire between them too hot to keep them holding on. Secrets fuel the flames in this sizzling hot
firefighter romance. No cheating and a guaranteed HEA. This set contains the following books: Light My Fire I'm On Fire Ring of
Fire More from Misha: BILLIONAIRE SEEKS AN HEIR Unplanned Fairy Tale Unraveled Lives Unforgettable Melody BIG CITY
HEAT: Light My Fire I'm On Fire Ring of Fire PURRFECT MATES: Purrfect Chaos Purrfect Storm Purrfect Harmony THE
ALPHA'S BRIDE Bearly Smitten Bearly Engaged Bearly Married STAND ALONE: Sasha's Storm SECOND CHANCE
CHRISTMAS ROMANCES: The Christmas Homecoming The Christmas Reunion The Christmas Spirit JINGLE BELL SHIFTERS
Jingle Bell Growl Jingle Bell Howl Jingle Bell Prowl Tags: new adult contemporary firefighter romance bbw curvy billionaire
romantic suspense action and adventure exciting rescue HEA happily ever after boxed set collection anthology strong female
heroine alpha male protector fireman single mother love story
"The best book yet about The Doors." --Booklist Now available as an ebook for the first time...the inside story of the Doors, by
cofounder and keyboard player Ray Manzarek. Includes 16 pages of photos. "A refreshingly candid read...a Doors bio worth
opening." --Entertainment Weekly No other band has ever sounded quite like the Doors, and no other frontman has ever transfixed
an audience quite the way Jim Morrison did. Ray Manzarek, the band's co-founder and keyboard player, was there from the very
start--and until the sad dissolution--of the Doors. In this heartfelt and colorfully detailed memoir, complete with 16 pages of
photographs, he brings us an insider's view of the brief, brilliant history...from the beginning to the end. "An engaging read."
--Washington Post Book World
When Cash finally realizes Prudence is the love of his life, he finally decides to tell her how he feels. That he doesn't just want her
now or as another arrangement, but for the rest of his life. But when he arrives at the show to open his heart, she's gone.Now he
has to find her...Cash searches for her restlessly, knowing he has to tell her the truth. If she rejects him, he'll move on and lick his
wounds. If she returns his affection, it'll be his greatest dream. But he has to find her first. After turning to Jeremy and spending
time with him, he finally comes back to LA because he knows where Prudence is.But Prudence is having her own adventure. After
meeting a record producer at a show, Prudence realizes she'll have the dream she always wanted. Cash doesn't want her
anymore, so she focuses on her music to heal that pain. Her producer, Dean, rescues her from the terrifying apartment she lived
in, and they soon become closer than expected. After losing his wife, Dean desires the same companionship Prudence does.
Together, they become the support they need to each other.Until...Prudence realizes her visa is expired. It's too late to file all the
necessary paperwork. Her only option is to marry an America citizen to keep her residency and convince them her love is
genuine.But who will marry her?
From Amazon bestselling author Jessica Ruben comes a hot new Romance...He saved me from war.Fed me when I was in too
much pain to eat.Smuggled me and my family into America when it became too dangerous to stay.But, Nico didn't flee with
us.While I began elementary school in the United States, he was building the greatest and toughest Mafia of the century.The Mafia
Shqiptare.Nico is now King of all underground trades.Sexy. Aggressive. Brilliant.After years of nothing but silence, he's back in my
life, Ready to do whatever it takes to bring me into his universe.He isn't leaving until he takes me with him
He was too hot to handle...and she couldn't resist the heat Defense attorney Ethan Milner is well-paid for his ability to charm a jury
while ruthlessly slashing the prosecution. He’s living life in the fast lane, until he’s slapped with a reckless driving charge and
sentenced to 40 hours of community service on a crime watch patrol. Now he’s under the thumb of the chairman of the city’s
crime watch council – a no-nonsense woman determined to make him pay his debt to society. Sandy DeMarco is familiar with
Ethan’s professional character, as well as his notorious “bad boy” reputation with women. Still, when her quiet neighborhood is
shaken by a brutal murder and an employee of hers becomes the prime suspect, she knows the accused’s only hope is the man
who will win at any cost. Working alongside Sandy, Ethan feels the spark of attraction that ignites into love – even as a killer burns
to silence them both.
My Journey to Light is a 200 Page Chronology of your Masonic Journey. Record important dates that you received degrees
Record Appointments. Record Dates Served in various Bodies, or Committees. Record stories that need to be remembered. Most
Importantly, Preserve the History of your Lodge and Personal Journey for generations to come. $2.00 from the sale of this book
will go to Masonic Widows and Orphans. This Book Covers Blue Lodge, York Rite Bodies and Scottish Rite Northern Masonic
Jurisdiction. Space is also included for appendant bodies as you go through your journey.
A guide to help men keep their love life fresh and challenging reveals what women really want from a relationship and gives suggestions for
developing true intimacy and lasting happiness. Reprint.
“This book is the real story.”—Robby Krieger “[John] Densmore's is the first Doors biography that feels like it was written for the right reasons,
and it is easily the most informed account of the Doors' brief but brilliant life as a group. . . . Densmore is a fluent, articulate writer who both
comprehends the Doors' unearthly power and is on familiar terms with their antecdedents in literature, theater, and myth.”—Rolling Stone
“Well-written and touching . . . tells it all and tells it honestly.”—The New York Times Book Review “John Densmore's Riders of the Storm is
as good an account of the history of the Doors as has been printed to date.”—USA Today “Riders on the Storm is very enjoyable, especially
its homespun and self-experienced insights. John Densmore is a survivor and a seeker.”—Oliver Stone
Lily MacIntyre needs to shed her sitcom teen-queen image if she's going to carve out a real career in Hollywood. A tabloid-worthy fling with
rocker Nate Lansford—her childhood friend and new cohost of a reality talent show—should do it. As long as she can accept that the notorious
player will be moving on to the next eager conquest when the season wraps. Long before Nate's hard-hearted image took hold, he and Lily
were each other's protectors and allies. No one knows him the way she does—and he doesn't want his messed-up past to muddy up her
potential. For once, the bad boy is trying to be good. Not easy when the good girl is getting wicked with him in the back of his limo and every
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white-hot kiss proves they can never be "just friends" again….
A cofounder of The Doors describes the origins of the legendary rock group and their music, details their nihilistic lifestyle, and offers insight
into the life and times of rock icon Jim Morrison
A book of modern mysticism about rediscovering the true meaning of faith and how to reclaim our spiritual wisdom. Light on Fire is the soulful
exploration of one woman's journey to awakening and becoming a modern-day Christian mystic. It's a compassionate guide that will support
others on the path to awakening by offering new insights and practical guidance on how to reconnect with our innate spirituality. In her search
to understand her own spontaneous awakening, Aedamar discovered that awakening is a natural life process from which we have become
estranged. In beautifully poetic language, and through accessible philosophy, Aedamar shares how and why we are designed to wake up,
and to experience Divine Union, in the ordinary course of life. Waking up is what is now needed to heal ourselves and the deeply rooted
traumas of Western society. Light on Fire concludes with 'The Path of Gold', Aedamar's seven-stage guide to awakening that offers a model
for rediscovering Divine Love in everyday life. It helps us to reconnect with our spiritual wisdom, which is critical as we enter a new era that
uniquely calls us to mysticism and to love.
When ancient gods ruled and Druids kept Faith alive, the Celts thrived as a democratic, matriarchal society. Then savage Roman soldiers
swept across Europe, killing and enslaving. The Celts did not succumb without a fight. Their Old Ways survived centuries of ruthless domain
until another menace loomed: a tortured god worshiped in cold stone buildings. The sacred shores of Avalon began to drift away, the mists
threatened to hide the island from mortal eyes forever. Against the bleak backdrop of war, the gorgeous Scottish Highlands stood tall,
sheltering its inhabitants from greedy invaders. Yet the reach of the eagle banners was long and the highlanders turned to the Goddess for
protection. However, the sacred groves felt silent and grim as Avalon faded away. Once sad, pealing bells began to sound strangely
comforting while the high walls of monasteries offered an alluring barrier from violence. Caught in the middle of this centuries-old war, a
young High Priestess might be Avalon's last chance. Wise beyond her years and powerful like no other Priestess in her lifetime, Rowen had
served the Goddess faithfully, forsaking her family and the company of her soulmate. When the Lady of the Lake asks for another sacrifice, it
might be one too many for her scarred heart. How could she obey the Goddess without betraying Caddaric? Could she trust Eochaid, who
embodied everything she despised and hated? Would she be able to fulfill her duties without losing her soul? Caddaric had been Rowen's
companion in countless lives; but, now, they existed in different realms. Beautiful Rowen lived in the mortal world while sweet Caddaric
remained in the sacred isle of Avalon, watching over her. Could he step aside to allow another man - a flesh and blood man - to become her
protector? Eochaid had sworn to protect the Old Ways. The rude warrior never quite understood his faith yet his loyal heart belonged to the
Goddess. A gorgeous, fiery High Priestess was not in his plans. He would risk his life to protect Rowen; but, would the Goddess safeguard
his heart? Could he defend the bewitching maiden from himself? When stakes were so high that a simple mistake could cost their very world,
a priestess, a Druid, and a warrior must learn to trust one another and the mysterious ways of the Goddess. Their success would save
Avalon. Their failure would tear the island from the human realm forever, condemning it to oblivion. Failure was not an option. This is a
standalone, historical/paranormal romance. Its mature themes - sexual violence, religion, and pagan rituals - might not be appropriate for
audiences under 18.
A New York Times Notable Book | Lambda Literary Award Winner | Long-listed for the PEN Open Book Award “Charles Blow is the James
Baldwin of our age.” — Washington Blade “[An] exquisite memoir . . . Delicately wrought and arresting.” — New York Times Universally
praised on its publication, Fire Shut Up in My Bones is a pioneering journalist’s indelible coming-of-age tale. Charles M. Blow’s mother was
a fiercely driven woman with five sons, brass knuckles in her glove box, and a job plucking poultry at a factory near their segregated
Louisiana town, where slavery's legacy felt close. When her philandering husband finally pushed her over the edge, she fired a pistol at his
fleeing back, missing every shot, thanks to “love that blurred her vision and bent the barrel.” Charles was the baby of the family, fiercely
attached to his “do-right” mother. Until one day that divided his life into Before and After—the day an older cousin took advantage of the
young boy. The story of how Charles escaped that world to become one of America’s most innovative and respected public figures is a
stirring, redemptive journey that works its way into the deepest chambers of the heart. “Stunning . . . Blow’s words grab hold of you . . . [and]
lead you to a place of healing.” — Essence “The memoir of the year.” — A. V. Club
Celyn the Charming, ordered by the queen to protect Elina Shestakova of the Black Bear Riders of the Midnight, finally meets the one woman
who is completely unimpressed by him and his world-renowned charms. Original.

Awe and exhiliration--along with heartbreak and mordant wit--abound in Lolita, Nabokov's most famous and controversial novel,
which tells the story of the aging Humbert Humbert's obsessive, devouring, and doomed passion for the nymphet Dolores Haze.
Lolita is also the story of a hypercivilized European colliding with the cheerful barbarism of postwar America. Most of all, it is a
meditation on love--love as outrage and hallucination, madness and transformation.
Thirty-five years after his death in Paris at age twenty-seven, Jim Morrison's iconic legend remains as powerful as ever, swathed in
the mists of mystery. There have been numerous biographies about the self-proclaimed "Lizard King's" life and career. But none
have examined his roots and childhood, the intellectual foundations of his music, his wild days with the Doors, and his enigmatic
early death as completely and insightfully as Break On Through. More than simply a fascinating look at a rock legend whose cult
following never stops growing, here is the definitive Morrison biography: his angry relationship with his father; the early tragedies
and terrible events responsible for the darkness of his artistic vision; his private life and legal trials, including his infamous Miami
obscenity bust; and the truth about his final hours. Based on extensive research and featuring dozens of rarely published
photographs, this is the authoritative portrait of the poet, the grim visionary, the haunted man, and his haunting music.
The iconic drummer of The Doors investigates his own relationship with creativity and explores the meaning of artistry with other
artists and performers in this compelling and spellbinding memoir. Whether it's the curiosity that blossoms after we listen to our
favorite band's newest record, or the sheer admiration we feel after watching a knockout performance, many of us have
experienced art so pure-so innovative-that we can't help but wonder afterwards: "How did they do that?" And yet, few of us are in a
position to be able to ask those memorable legends where their inspiration comes from and how they translated it into something
fresh and new. Fortunately for us, this book is here to offer us a bridge. In The Seekers, John Densmore—the iconic drummer of
The Doors and author of the New York Times bestseller Riders onthe Storm—digs deep into his own process and draws upon his
privileged access to his fellow artists and performers in order to explore the origins of creativity itself. Weaving together anecdotes
from the author's personal notebooks and experiences over the past fifty years, this book takes readers on a rich, thoughtprovoking journey into the soul of the artist. By understanding creativity's roots, Densmore ultimately introduces us to the realm of
everyday inspirations that imbue our lives with meaning. Inspired by the classic spiritual memoir Meetings with Remarkable Men,
this book is fueled by Densmore's abundant collection of transformative experiences—both personal and professional—with
everyone from Ravi Shankar to Patti Smith, Jim Morrison to Janis Joplin, Bob Marley to Gustavo Dudamel, Lou Reed to Van
Morrison, Jerry Lee Lewis to his own dear, late Doors bandmate Ray Manzarek. Ultimately, the result is not only a look into the
hearts and minds of some of the most important artists of the past century—but a way for readers to identify and ignite their own
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creative spark, and light their own fire.
This is the large print edition of Wild With You. A brand new firefighter series from USA Today Bestselling Author J.H. Croix! ??
Single father with axe-swinging hotness ?? Polar opposites attract ?? Barn burner chemistry with a serious slow burn ?? Meet cute,
corgi included When a grumpy hotshot firefighter meets a homecoming queen from the city, all bets are off. I don't have time for
romance, much less for prissy Madison Glen. The first time I meet her, I kiss her. The second time I meet her, she's breaking into
my neighbor's house. She swears up and down she's not a criminal. Maybe not, but she is definitely a distraction I don't need. I've
got my hands full with my mouthy daughter and an insanely busy life as a hotshot firefighter. It doesn't surprise me at all to learn
Madison was homecoming queen in high school. She's stubborn, impractical, and she'd win the contest for least-likely to survive in
small town Alaska. She's also sultry and sassy. She's everything I don't need. It doesn't matter what I tell myself though. I can't
keep my hands to myself when she's around, and she kisses like a dream. Graham & Madison's story is perfect for readers who
love small town romance, hotshot firefighters, single father romance, alpha heroes, smart sassy heroines, frenemies to lovers,
hate to love, opposites attract, slow burn, emotional romance with a dash of angst, plenty of steam and swoon, and a deeply
protective grumpy hero. *A full-length, standalone romance.
Abbie was afraid. She had never had to keep the lights burning by herself. But many lives depended on the lighthouse, and Papa
was depending on Abbie. This is the exciting true story of Abbie Burgess, who in 1856 single-handedly kept the lighthouse lamps
lit during a tremendous storm off the coast of Maine.
No Way. I can’t be falling for him. No freaking way...,. Alexandria I’ve been the acting chief at this station ever since they let Larry
go. There’s no reason why they shouldn't make my position official. I’m a seasoned firefighter and I’m the best man for the job.
Besides, I need the raise that comes with the promotion. It's the only way I'll ever be able to afford to leave my alcoholic husband
and put my daughter in a private school. The last thing I need is someone coming along and screwing it all up. Chance When they
asked me to leave my small town fire hall and head on out to the big city, I wasn’t keen on the idea. I can think of a million places
I’d rather be. But, the ex-wife’s harassing phone calls and visits finally did me in. Before I knew it, I was starting a new life fighting
fires in Karawa, New York. It's too bad one of the men on my team keeps challenging my every move. Only, it's not a man. It's the
girl I've had a crush on my whole life, the girl I grew up next door to, the one I went all through school with. Sparks fly, tension
explodes, and flames ignite. Will muscular Chance Friedman win the heart of the girl he’s always dreamed about? Or will
curvaceous and sassy Alexandria O’Neil come out on top? Book 1 of 3 The Big City Heat Series Book 1: Light My Fire Book 2: I'm
On Fire Book 3: Ring Of Fire Tags: Firefighter romance, firefighters, firemen, new adult, wealthy hero, action, adventure, women's
fiction, contemporary romance, love, love story, angst, edge, danger, rescue, fire, sizzle, steamy, strong heroine
Aisling Grey is juggling being a demon lord, a Guardian, and a wyvern's mate, even though she's keeping her distance from said
wyvern, Drake, these days. But her presence is still required at a meeting of the green dragons. Since several attempts have been
made on her life, Drake is sure to get protective of her. Which might not be a bad thing when war breaks out and all hell breaks
loose-literally.
I don’t do relationships. I’ve lived my life hiding my scars, revealing myself only the in the scripts I write and the characters I
voice. Few people know the real me. I’m too careful. Too afraid of getting burned all over again. Enter Beverly Martin. A movie
star. A woman so beautiful and caring she makes my heart ache. She says she wants me—and her touch almost makes me believe
that a girl like her could love a man like me. But being with her would mean letting the spotlight of fame shine on me, too. And I’m
not sure I can do that—even if walking away means losing the woman I love. Who’s Your Man of the Month? When a group of
fiercely determined friends realize their beloved hang-out is in danger of closing, they take matters into their own hands to bring
back customers lost to a competing bar. Fighting fire with a heat of their own, they double down with the broad shoulders, six-pack
abs, and bare chests of dozens of hot, local guys who they cajole, prod, and coerce into auditioning for a Man of the Month
calendar. But it’s not just the fate of the bar that’s at stake. Because as things heat up, each of the men meets his match in this
sexy, flirty, and compelling binge-read romance series of twelve novels releasing every other week from New York Times
bestselling author J. Kenner. “With each novel featuring a favorite romance trope—beauty and the beast, billionaire bad boys,
friends to lovers, second chance romance, secret baby, and more—this series hits the heart and soul of romance.” — New York
Times bestselling author Carly Phillips Each book is a STANDALONE romance with an HEA and an overarching story about the
friends and the bar. Totally hot and utterly binge-worthy! Down On Me Hold On Tight Need You Now Start Me Up Get It On In Your
Eyes Turn Me On Shake It Up All Night Long In Too Deep Light My Fire Walk The Line
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